Case Study

Ventilation flow in tunnels: SNCF

The Background
SNCF is a world leader in mobility for goods, people and logistics, present in 120 countries, generating revenue of €32.2 billion with a
total workforce of 250,000 (2013). Their status as international leaders in conventional and high-speed railway lines is confirmed by
the 10 million commuters making use of their services daily.
The French rail network comprises approximately 1380 active rail tunnels, some
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The Challenge
There is a growing awareness of air pollutant danger in confined spaces and air quality is a growing concern for many companies who
realise the importance of a safe working environment.
SNCF currently uses a 1D mathematical model to evaluate air quality and
ensure a safe working environment for tunnel or underground station works.
However, this 1D model works well for relatively simple, straight tunnels, but
is not sufficiently accurate for tunnels with complex geometries.
The challenge was to establish whether 3D Open Source CFD software
calculation chains would be more effective than the 1D mathematical model
in identifying fan characteristics and their position in complex tunnels,
within an acceptable time frame.
A positive outcome in the findings would extend the simulation project to commissioned work scheduled at the Gare Du Nord
underground train station in Paris in the near future.

The Solution
For two types of tunnels, an open source, 3D CFD analysis chain was put together, consisting of SALOME to build the tunnel
geometries and OpenFOAM® to volume mesh the two geometries and run the simulations. The Open Source visualisation code
ParaView was then used to analyse the results.
The first tunnel tested, Champvans, represents an example of a simple tunnel configuration whilst the second tunnel, St Martin
d’Estreaux, is more complex and uses four vertical ventilation shafts for additional tunnel ventilation.
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The Result
After analysing the results, SNCF was pleased that, on the whole, Renuda’s
results were compatible with its 1D calculations, giving them confidence in
the open source results. Compared to the 1D simulations, the 3D models
provided important additional information concerning the distribution of
the flow circulating in the tunnel and ventilation shafts as well as the impact
of the locomotive on the flow generated by the ventilator. The results also
identified an optimal position of the ventilator and locomotive for tunnel
ventilation.

How SNCF Benefited
Renuda’s accurate 3D modelling provided SNCF with a better insight into airflows in the tunnels, facilitating informed safety decisions
for an improved, safer underground working environment.
Renuda’s 3D models allowed SNCF to visualise airflow for different ventilator positions and install smaller ventilators which are
able to produce sufficient airflow throughout the tunnel, thus eliminating the expensive and inefficient solution of over-specifying
ventilators based on the 1D model.
Due to the accuracy and reliability of Renuda’s results, SNCF have improved their compliance with health and safety regulations.

Why did SNCF choose Renuda?
Renuda were selected ahead of four CFD consultancies to undertake the project.
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A study to improve passenger comfort by optimising ventilation ducting in
high speed trains.
Two studies on the impact of cross winds on the Paris to Marseilles line.
An aero-acoustic study of the front bogey on TGVs.
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by asking questions and understanding correctly what was required, thereby
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proposing solutions based on this informed understanding.
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